
PHONOLOGY

Stance of low-rising tone is noted. Mid-tones may also exist in

cases of unmarked vowels, but here no clear-cut statement can

be obtained from Kdhler's data.

7. 2. 2, 2. Teso

7.2.2.2.1. Consonants

Obstruents

Stops are prevalent among Te phonemic obstruents, but there is

also one fricative phoneme:

bilabial alveolar palatal velar (glottal) -

plosive p t c k [''J

b d g

iroplosive [rf] j

fricative s

According to Tucker & Bryan (1966:448), /b/ and /a/ are normally

implosive. In my own data on Kenyan re, there is no instance of

implosive [5] whereas /d/ alternates freely with (cfj in any po-

sition. Moreover /a/ is sometimes pronounced with the tip of the

tongue retracted such as to give it a retroflex articulation,

/t/ becomes /s/ before front vowels, e.g.:

•grazing ground' a-kurct (sg) - a-korcs-ia (pl)«

This change can often be discovered only by comparison with oth-

er Eastern Nilotic languages (cf. items 'locust' and 'neck').

In allegro speech, /t/ is palatalized when followed by a front

high vowel, e.g.: 'animal' e-tyag (< *€-tiaQ ) . /j/ is al-

ways implosive in my data, but Hilders & Lawrance (1956 :xvi)

prefer to describe it as plosive stop /j/. Word-finally and pre-

ceding semi-mute vowels, /k/ tends to be pronounced as post-

velar stop /q/ when following non-high back vowels:

'to dig' aki-boq

•dog' e-kiQoq / £-QOku-o .

Tucker & Bryan (1966:447) state that there exists a word- final

glottal stop after non-semi-mute vowels.
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THB HISTORICAL RECONSTRUCTIOH

Sonoranta

There are four nasals, two liquids, and two glides:

bilabial alveolar palatal velar

nas^l "> »^ J*

lateral i

rolled r

glide w y

In a few words
I
geminated yy occurs (instead of /y/) . However,

I have found no minimal pairs suggesting that y and yy form

distinct phonemes.

Coneonant eequenoes

Hilders & Lawrance (1956:xvii) write:

It is an invariable rule that two consonants can never

stand together in the same word.... The semi-vowel W, how-

ever* can and frequently does follow a consonant...

This observation is corroborated in general by my own data, but

one exception has been noted:

plosive + glide bw , ty , kw

liquid + plosive rd

liquid glide r(w) ,

7.2.2.2.2. Vowels

As in the languages of the BARI Group, vocalic phonemes are

divided into [+ATR] and ( -ATR] vowel sets. However, re differs

from BARI in that only four vowels belong to either set:

[MTR] i , e . o , u

[-ATR) I , c , D , u .

There is only one low vocalic phoneme /a/ which, in view of the

underlying vowel harmony system, can co-occur with both [AIR]

and [-ATR] vowels. Vowel length is a distinctive characteristic

of Te vocal ism.
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It has been noted that word-initial vowels are usually pre-

ceded by a very pronounced glottal stop, /u/ becomes a glide in

intervocalic position, e.g.:

'cloud' e-dou (sg) * i-dow~on (pi).

In singular nouns final vowels are occasionally omitted in com-

parison with other Eastern Nilotic languages. See for examples

in section 7.6. under items 'arm/hand', 'porridge*, 'pot', and

'ritual expert'

.

An important factor in Te vocalism are the so-called semi-

mute or "shadow" vowels. Hilders & Lawrance (1956 :xvi) hold that

All words ending in a consonant possess a semi-mute or

* shadow ' vowel after the final consonant # which is not

pronounced when the word stands in isolation, but which is

pronounced when the word is followed by another word be-

ginning with a consonant...

My own observation clearly shows the occurrence of final semi-
4

mute vowels in isolated words, too. Compare:

'to brew*

'belly*

'eye'

a- (mu) mun

a-ko33-

Vowet sequences

The following occur in my data: ie
,

au , oi , ou , ua , ua . In addition,

noted across morpheme boundaries only.

io , la , lo , ai , au
,

lei , iai , ale , aa are

Vowel harmony

In all likelihood the cross-height vowel harmony system elaborat-

ed for Ba similarly operates in re, too. Nonetheless, no system"-

atic study on re vowel harmony has been done so far. On the sur-

face, vowel category shift from noun singulars to noun plurals

and vice versa is observed occasionally, e.g.:

*he-goat* E-kor-oi (sg) -' i-kor-ua (pi) .
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7.2.2.2.3. Tone

According to Tucker & Bryan (1966:449), tone is relevant

both lexically and grammatically. I have recorded four surface

tones: high, low, mid, and high-falling.

7.2.2.3, Turkana

7.2.2.3.1. Consonants

In his sketch grammar of tu, Heine (1980b: 41) gives the fol-

lowing table of consonant phonemes:

bilabial dental alveolar palatal velar

c k

I sr

plosive
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